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Gilbert lectures on ‘Gold
Standard’ of civic responsibility
By CAROLINE KIMBRO

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University President Jerry Gilbert spoke
Thursday on the enduring connection between civic
responsibility and the Constitution during the seventh
annual Robert C. Byrd Forum on Civic Responsibility at
the Joan C. Edwards Playhouse.
In his lecture, Gilbert said he wants to emphasize the
highest level of civic responsibility, what he calls the
“gold standard.”
“My argument to you today is that the gold standard
of civic responsibility in America dictates that we exhibit
behavior that will promote the ideals established in the
Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution,”
Gilbert said. “That would, of course, presuppose that
we are an active voter, and that we participate in some
manner in our local, state and national government,
even at the very least if it means that you take time to
educate ourselves about the issues of the day.”
Gilbert said civic responsibility encompasses respect
for others as an aspect of upholding the doctrine of
the Constitution.
“We must exhibit civility towards our fellow man or
woman to fully live out the principles set forth in the
Constitution,” Gilbert said. “Incivility and anger directed
at an individual treads on others’ pursuit of happiness. It
may not be illegal, but it violates the ideals expressed by
the founders when they wrote those documents.”
Gilbert spoke about First Amendment rights and proTrump messages written on the sidewalks of Marshall’s
campus last year. He said that while he did not agree
with the messages, students have a right to express
their opinions in that manner.
“In America, we don’t have to agree with each other,”
Gilbert said. “We can, and we should, respectfully disagree on matters when we don’t see eye to eye. Respect
for one another means tolerance of other views, even
when they conflict with ours.”
Hannah Petracca, sophomore marketing major and
Presidential Ambassador, said Gilbert’s lecture was

By KAYLA SIMMONS
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History professor and Drinko Fellow Montserrat Miller presents Marshall President Jerry Gilbert with an award from the
John Deaver Drinko Academy of Marshall University following Gilbert’s Thursday lecture on civic responsibility during the
seventh annual Robert C. Byrd Forum on Civic Responsibility.
moving and motivational for Marshall students.
“President Gilbert’s speech on civil responsibility was both inspiring and instrumental in raising
awareness of the golden standard we should uphold
as Marshall’s sons and daughters,” Petracca said. “I
personally was moved by his expression of passion,
specifically that we should encourage others to
pursue their passions in such a way that violence is

avoided and diversity is supported.”
At the end of the lecture, Gilbert answered audience
questions, and Montserrat Miller, a Marshall professor
of history and Drinko Fellow, presented Gilbert with an
award from the John Deaver Drinko Academy of Marshall University to honor his contribution to the forum.
Caroline Kimbro can be contacted at kimbro9@marshall.edu.

US nuke commander 'assumes' North Koreans tested H-bomb
By ROBERT BURNS

ASSOCIATED PRESS
OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE,
Neb. (AP) — The top commander of U.S. nuclear forces
said Thursday he assumes the
Sept. 3 nuclear test by North
Korea was a hydrogen bomb,
suggesting a heightened U.S.
concern that the North has
advanced to a new level of nuclear firepower.
Air Force Gen. John E. Hyten, commander of Strategic
Command, told reporters that
while he was not in a position
to confirm it, he assumes from
the size of the underground explosion and other factors that it
was a hydrogen bomb — which
is a leap beyond the fission, or
atomic, bombs North Korea has
previously tested.
North Korea claimed they
exploded a hydrogen bomb,
and while U.S. officials have not
contradicted them, they have
not confirmed it, either. Administration officials had indicated
they saw nothing to contradict
the North's claim. Hyten went
further, saying the characteristics of the test made him think
it was an H-bomb.
Hyten would not discuss
the exact size of the explosion
from the Sept. 3 test, but Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said
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In this Sept. 3 file photo, a man watches a TV news program on a public screen showing an image of North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un while reporting North Korea’s possible nuclear test in Tokyo. The top commander
of U.S. nuclear forces says he assumes the Sept. 3 nuclear test by North Korea was a hydrogen bomb.
Wednesday that it was in excess
of 100 kilotons — far larger than
any of the North's five previous
nuclear tests.
"When I look at a thing that
size, I as a military officer assume that it's a hydrogen
bomb," Hyten said. As head of
Strategic Command, he would
be in charge of all elements
of the U.S. nuclear force in the
event of nuclear war.
"I have to (assume this)," he

added, "I have to make that assumption. What I saw equates
to a hydrogen bomb. I saw the
event. I saw the indications that
came from that event. I saw
the size, I saw the reports, and
therefore to me I'm assuming it
was a hydrogen bomb."
Asked whether it matters
that the North Koreans had
advanced to testing a hydrogen bomb, Hyten said, "Yes.
The change from the original

atomic bomb to the hydrogen
bomb for the United States" in
the 1940s changed America's
strategic relationship with the
Soviet Union because of "the
sheer destruction and damage
you can create with a weapon
that size." The Soviets quickly
matched the U.S. by exploding
their own hydrogen bomb well
before U.S. officials believed
possible.
Pressed further, Hyten said he

was not confirming that it was a
hydrogen bomb.
"I'm just saying the size of the
weapon shows that there was
clearly a secondary explosion,"
he said.
Until a fission, or atomic,
bomb, a hydrogen bomb is built
with two "stages," or explosive
devices that work in tandem to
create fusion.
Hyten would not say how
large the explosion was, but
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis
said on Wednesday that it was
more than 100 kilotons, which
could put it in the category of
an H-bomb.
Hyten said that while he
believes it is only a matter of
time before the North Koreans
have a reliable nuclear-armed
missile capable of hitting
the United States, they probably still have more tes"They
haven't put everything together yet," he said, referring to
the ability to build a long-range
missile with a nuclear warhead
that can survive the extreme
heat generated by re-entering
the Earth's atmosphere on its
way to a U.S. target. He said it
would not be a surprise if the
North Koreans were able to do
that in fairly short order; he
said it took the U.S. "less than a
couple of years."

THE PARTHENON
The sexual assaults reported
on campus this school year have
emphasized the importance of
campus safety for students.
Every school year, sexual assaults are reported on campuses
all across the country, with the
beginning of each semester typically having a higher number of
reports than the remainder of
the year, according to The Rape,
Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN).
While Marshall University has
seen an increase in the number of reports, counselors have
said they think this could be attributed to the reporting spike
typically seen when a new year
begins.
“We often do see more reported at the beginning of the
school year,” said Tenikka Phillips, a counselor at Marshall.
“I’m not sure what specifically
contributes to that. Often we
do see more drinking and more
parties at the beginning of the
school year.”
Phillips said she think students are becoming more
aware of what to look for in
assault situations and feeling
more comfortable with reporting the incidents.
“What we are seeing is more
people willing to come forward,” Phillips said. “They are
having a better understanding of how to identify sexual
assault and the resources available to help them.”
Scott Ballou, an officer with
the Marshall University Police
Department, said there are steps
students can take to help ensure
their safety.
“It starts with self-awareness,
risk reduction strategies, risk
recognition and risk avoidance,”
Ballou said. “Doing things that
keep themselves from being
victims of a crime or any type
of attack.”
Services are available on
and off campus for students to
learn self-defense, including
classes that offer credit hours
for completion.
“There are a lot of services on
campus,” Ballou said. “The number one thing we do here with
the police department is offer a
women’s self-defense class. It is
a one hour class credit that the
student takes as an elective, and
it is a very empowering class.”
Counseling services can be
found on the first floor of Prichard Hall. Any students who
need counseling after enduring
a sexual assault, or for any other
reason, can contact the office at
304-696-2288.
Students are urged to report
any sexual assaults or other
on-campus criminal activity to
MUPD at 304-696-4367.
Kayla Simmons can be contacted
at simmons162@marshall.edu
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Fighting the opioid epidemic with faith
By HUNTER ELLIS

THE PARTHENON
A local group focused on
greater inclusion and education surrounding the opioid
epidemic hosted the first of six
trainings geared toward the
faith-based community from 10
a.m. to noon Tuesday at Central
Christian Church.
The trainings, which are open
to local leaders in the faith-based
community in the Tri-State, are
the result of Faith Community
United of Huntington, which
includes eight partnering organizations such as First Steps,
the Huntington Mayor’s Office
of Drug Control Policy, Marshall
University, Marshall Health, the
Huntington Black Pastors Ministerial Association, Downtown
Ministerial Association and
United Way of the River Cities.
An initial meeting earlier this
summer used focus groups and
surveys to gather information
from local faith leaders to identify their needs. The trainings
have been tailored based on
those needs according to Jana
Stoner, a member of Faith Community United.
“We’re looking for ways
CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH | COURTESY PHOTO
to partner with one another
Participants will be welcomed for the training at Central Christian Church, standing in downtown Huntington at 1202 5th Avenue.
though these discussions and
equip community leaders to form a sus- make positive changes in these areas.”
leave treatment and resume their lives will
tainable network,” Stoner said. “This isn’t a
Trainings will continue monthly, except struggle to be successful.”
one-time event. We’re committed to this in December, for the next seven months
Collison said a sense of community is
partnership.”
and will focus on subjects such as humaniz- needed, because no one can tackle the isThis initial training focused on under- ing the problem and hearing lessons from sue alone.
standing the opioid epidemic, its origin in long-term recovery, learning actual skills to
“The piece that’s missing for individuals
the area and common myths associated use with individuals and families and com- is support, and that’s what we want the
with addiction.
munity resources.
community to give them,” Collison said
“We hope this session will answer some
Two weeks after each formal training, “You lose hope really quickly if you don’t
of the questions raised by faith leaders from faith leaders will be offered to an opportu- have somebody to hold hope with you”
our preliminary session,” said Lyn O’Connell, nity to meet for an informal Q&A support
Those interested in attending future
Marshall University’s Screening, Brief Inter- group at First Steps.
trainings are asked to send an RSVP to
vention, & Referral to Treatment clinical
“By building a supportive and educated faithcommunityunited@gmail.com.
For
coordinator. “The addiction epidemic is a faith community, we are strengthening more information, go to the Faith Commucomplicated issued filled with misconcep- the foundation of the Huntington and nity United of Huntington page and event
tions, stigma, and often unintentionally Tri-State recovery movement,” said Terry on Facebook.
hurtful language and comments. We hope Collison, director of First Steps. “WithHunter Ellis can be contacted at ellis259@
to come alongside the faith community to out community support, individuals who marshall.edu.

Fate of DACA
to be decided
by politicians,
not the courts

By LARRY NEUMEIVSTER

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A judge said Thursday he’d
prefer that politicians in Washington, not the courts, settle the
issue of what to do about thousands of immigrants brought
into the United States illegally
when they were children.
U.S. District Judge Nicholas
Garaufis is overseeing a case in
which immigration advocates
want to challenge President
Donald Trump’s decision to end
a program that has protected
some young immigrants from
deportation. But at a Brooklyn
court hearing, he said fast-moving political developments over
a legislative solution might
mean the court shouldn’t waste
its time.
The judge read a Trump
tweet from earlier in the day
that he said shows the Republican president wants to
find relief for immigrants protected by the program, called
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, or DACA. And he repeatedly challenged Deputy
Assistant Attorney General
Brett Shumate to persuade the
government to extend an Oct.
5 deadline for DACA recipients
to renew their applications.
Shumate said he was authorized to say the government
was
“actively
considering
whether to extend the deadline” in light of hurricanes that
ravaged Florida and Texas.
The judge said his hope
would be “that the executive
branch would put a voluntary
halt to the termination process

so as to find a legislative solution so the courts are not
involved.”
Shumate said the decision
was made to “wind down” the
program and delaying the
deadline for renewals risked a
later crush of applications that
would overwhelm employees
tasked with handling them.
The judge criticized the
government’s use of “arbitrary deadlines” and said “it
would be useful to take some
of the pressure off the various
people, these good accomplished young people who
the president talks about with
admiration.”
“We will absolutely take your
message back to our clients,”
Shumate replied.
To reinforce his arguments,
the judge suggested that he
could conclude that the government’s treatment of the
DACA recipients was illegal,
considering Trump’s words of
reassurance toward them.
“I have an obligation to
protect the 800,000 from an
arbitrary and capricious implementation of a legislative rule,
which this may or may not
be,” the judge said. “The court
has deep concerns about how
this will play out if there’s not
flexibility.”
He added that he was worried about “the 800,000 people
who are sweating whether
somebody is going to knock on
the door and send them to a
country they don’t even know,
where they speak a language
they don’t even speak.”

Trump hands out hoagies and handshakes in hurricane zone
Trump said.
Trump’s visit offered him the chance to see
how people are coping with Irma’s aftermath
and how the Federal Emergency Management
Agency is responding.
Many Florida residents remain swamped and
without electricity. Nearly 2.7 million homes and
businesses, about 1 in 4 Florida customers, were
still without power Thursday.
But as Trump’s comments about Scott suggested, politics wasn’t far from the surface in
Florida, the largest and most pivotal state in
recent presidential elections. Trump defeated
Democrat Hillary Clinton in Florida last year by
about 1 percentage point.
Vice President Mike Pence, who joined Trump
on the trip, promised Floridians: “We’re with you
today. We’re going to be with you tomorrow and

EVAN VUCCI | AP PHOTO

President Donald Trump meets with people impacted by Hurricane Irma during a tour at Naples Estates, Thursday in Naples, Fla.
By CATHERINE LUCEY and KEN THOMAS
As he left the state, Trump told reporters on Air
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Force One that he planned another hurricanePresident Donald Trump doled out hoagies related trip, to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
and handshakes in the sweltering Florida heat Islands, which were both badly hit by Irma.
Thursday as he took a firsthand tour of Irma’s
The president brushed off a question about
devastation and dispensed congratulatory words whether the recent hurricanes had made him reabout the federal and state recovery effort.
think his views on climate change, which he has
Trump, who was in and out of the state in about previously dismissed as a “hoax.”
three hours, got an aerial view of the water-delHe said: “If you go back into the 1930s and the
uged homes along Florida’s southwestern coast 1940s, and you take a look, we’ve had storms
from his helicopter, then drove in his motorcade over the years that have been bigger than this.”
along streets lined with felled trees, darkened
Trump earlier met with federal and state leadtraffic lights and shuttered stores on his way to a ers in Fort Myers, where he was enthusiastic
mobile home community hit hard by the storm.
about the state and federal response effort, callWalking along a street in Naples Estates with ing it “a team like very few people have seen.”
his wife, Melania, the president encountered
The president couldn’t resist injecting a popiles of broken siding and soggy furniture sitting litical flavor into his visit, telling reporters in Fort
on a front porch, and residents and volunteers Myers that he was hopeful that Florida Gov. Rick
who were happy to get a presidential visit.
Scott, a two-term Republican, would run for the
“We are there for you 100 percent,” Trump said Senate, where Democrat Bill Nelson is up for rebefore donning gloves and helping to hand out election next year.
sandwiches to local residents from a lunch line
“I don’t know what he’s going to do. But I
under a canopy. “I’ll be back here numerous know at a certain point it ends for you and we
times. This is a state that I know very well.”
can’t let it end. So I hope he runs for the Senate,”
page designed and edited by REBECCA TURNBULL | turnbull4@marshall.edu

we’re going to be with you until Florida rebuilds
bigger and better than ever before.”
Trump’s trip to Florida was his third in less than
three weeks to the storm-ravaged South.
After Harvey struck Texas, Trump drew criticism
for having minimal interaction with residents
during his first trip in late August. He saw little
damage and offered few expressions of concern.
On his second visit, to Texas and Louisiana,
he was more hands-on. He toured a Houston
shelter housing hundreds of displaced people
and walking streets lined with soggy, discarded
possessions.
This time, Trump made sure to connect with a
community in recovery. He hewed toward hearty
handshakes and enthusiastic promises rather
than hugs and tears, but he was well received by
people grappling with the storm.
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Marshall looks to bounce back
against the golden flashes
By KYLE CURLEY

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Thundering Herd (1-1) will continue its
2017-2018 season this Saturday, 16th against the
Kent State Golden Flashes (1-1). The all-time series
between the two schools is tied, 18-18. However,
Marshall has won the last 11 matchups. Most recently, it won in double overtime in 2015, 36-29.
Marshall is coming off a defeat at the hands of
the NC State Wolfpack, after the Wolfpack shut
down the Herd in the second half of the game to
take a 37-20 win.
Head coach Doc Holliday named his captains
this Tuesday for the upcoming matchup with
Kent State during his Tuesday news conference.
“Artis Johnson will be our special teams captain,” Holliday said. “What a great addition and
great kid he is. He came in as a [junior college]
guy in Jan. and has done a tremendous job, as has
Marcel Williams, who was our captain last week.
That’s unusual to have two [junior college] guys
come in and have the impact on your team that
they have had. Chase Hancock will be the defensive captain. He had a tremendous game a week
ago, as you all know. And Tyre Brady was special,
so he will represent the offense.”
This round of Marshall captain representatives
for the Golden Flashes marks eight different captains for the Herd this season through just three
weeks of play.
“The encouraging thing to me is that we have
had eight different captains going into our third
week, which means I feel good about the leadership developing in this football team.” Holliday
said. “We have eight different guys who have not
only played extremely well, but have done a great
job off the field.”
Kent State is fresh off a 38-31 victory over
Howard University. Holliday spoke about the upcoming challenge for his team.
“The Kent State game is going to be a tough
game for us, especially because of what they do,”
Holliday said. “Any time you play a team who runs
that triple option, there’s a lot of preparation that
must take place. It’s something that you don’t see
from your own offense. The ones we have worked
against for the first two weeks have been totally
different. It will be a challenge for us to make sure
we get lined up and play the right way defensively.”
Kent State’s offense has merited extra eyes
for their triple option offensive game plan. Kent
State totaled 294 yards rushing and just 105 yards
through the air in their previous game against
Howard. Golden Flashes starting quarterback Nick
Holley passed for two touchdowns. He also led the
team in rush yards and ran a score into the end

zone last Saturday against the Bison.
Marshall cornerback Chris Jackson praised his
teams run defense through their first two games
of the season.
“The first two weeks our run defense has been
phenomenal,” Jackson said. “We just have to clean
up a few things on the back end. This week we just
have to keep focusing. I know the front seven are
going to do their job fully, because they always do
their job week in and week out. I take it upon myself and the secondary that we come in and play a
little bit better.”
Although the offense is gathering attention
from the fans and players, Marshall starting quarterback Chase Litton knows that the Kent State
defense is not to be overlooked.
“They have some young guys,” Litton said. “Their
two corners are phenomenal, number 21 and
number 23 have been there. Number 21 was there
when I played them. He made some good plays
against us.”
Kent State defensive lineman Jon Cummingham has also caught Litton’s eye. Cunningham has
been a force to be reckoned with this season totaling 11 tackles, three of which were on his own.
“I love number 90 (Jon Cunningham), their interior defensive linemen,” Litton said. “He is out for
the first half because of targeting, but he is a high
motor guy. He goes after the quarterback, and
you can tell he just loves ball from the film.
Marshall’s rushing attack has come under
some scrutiny these past two games. Herd
running back Trey Rodriguez has accrued just
83 yards on 29 carries thus far into the season.
Litton said he understands the importance of
getting the run game going early.
“We just have to stay consistent,” Litton
said. “We have to come out there and establish our run game and get Keion (Davis) the
ball, get our running backs the ball and let
them make plays. They can do it. Keion has
shown that he can definitely do it. I feel like
he is the best him when he’s mad. So, I might
have to piss him off before the game and let
him go out there and run wild. I believe in our
game plan.”
Keion Davis finished with eight rushes for
79 yards against the Wolfpack last week.
However, most of the yardage came from a
53-yard scamper.
Tyre Brady is fresh off, perhaps, one of his
best performances of his career versus NC
State. Marshall tight end Ryan Yurachek said
he is positive that his success will continue to
elevate the Herd.
“I think he brings a new element to our

Marshall starting quarterback Chase Litton warming up before the Miami (Ohio) game.
offense that we have not had here in the past
couple of years,” Yurachek said. “(He’s) just a
receiver that you can’t, you legitimately cannot guard him one-on-one. I don’t think there
is many people in the country that can guard
him one on; he is that type of person.
“Hopefully, not only Kent State but ever ybody for the rest of the year puts a
little more attention on him, and that will
open things up for other people. That is
something we look for ward to as an offense for sure.”
Holliday said he will be looking forward to the
atmosphere in the Joan this upcoming, tough
matchup Saturday.
“We all know the type of team Kent is,” Holliday

said. “The last time out with them, two years ago,
it was an extremely tough and physical game
that we fought our tails off to get out of there
with the win. It will be a great challenge, just like
every game is. It’s the biggest game, because it’s
the next one. The weather will be tremendous, so
I’m sure we will have a great crowd, and we’re excited and looking forward to Saturday.”
The Thundering Herd will continue their search
for Conference USA supremacy this Saturday,
against the Kent State Golden Flashes at the Joan
C. Edwards Stadium in Huntington, West Virginia.
The game will be available via CUSA.tv or though
Stadium (local markets only).
Kyle Curley can be contacted at curley2@
marshall.edu.

21 club: Indians set AL record with 21st straight win
By TOM WITHERS
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Cleveland Indians fans celebrate a 5-3 victory over the Detroit Tigers in a baseball game, Wednesday,
Sept. 13, 2017, in Cleveland. The Indians set the American League record with 21 consecutive wins.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
For more than 100 years, American League
teams have gone on winning streaks of
varying lengths — short ones, long ones,
double-digit ones.
Nothing, though, like the one the Cleveland Indians have pieced together.
A streak for the ages.
Moving past the “Moneyball” Oakland Athletics, the Indians set the AL record with their 21st
straight win on Wednesday, 5-3 over the Detroit
Tigers, to join only two other teams in the past
101 years to win that many consecutive games.
Jay Bruce hit a three-run homer off Buck Farmer
(4-3) and Mike Clevinger (10-5) won his fourth
straight start as the Indians, a team with its sights
set on ending the majors’ longest World Series
title drought, matched the 1935 Chicago Cubs for
the second-longest streak since 1900.
And in doing so, they separated themselves
from every AL team since the league was formed
in 1901.
“Who would’ve ever thought that we’d be in
this situation?” Bruce said. “I can’t even imagine.”
Believe it.
Now that they’ve moved past those 2002 A’s
immortalized on film, the Indians are within five
wins of catching the 1916 New York Giants, who
won 26 straight without a loss but whose century-old mark includes a tie.
The Indians haven’t lost in 20 days, and they’ve
rarely been challenged during a late-season

run in which they’ve dominated every aspect of the game.
“I think they’re enjoying themselves,” manager Terry Francona said as clubhouse music
boomed in the background. “They should. I
think what’s kind of cool about our game is when
you do things, and you do them the right way, I
think it means more. Our guys are playing the game
to win, the right way.
“That part’s very meaningful. They should enjoy
what they’re doing. It’s pretty special.”
After leading 4-1, the Indians had to overcome
a costly error and rely on their bullpen to hold
off the Tigers, who have lost 11 of 12 to Cleveland and saw manager Brad Ausmus and catcher
James McCann ejected from the series finale.
Roberto Perez added a homer in the seventh
and four Cleveland relievers finished, with Cody
Allen working the ninth for his 27th save.
With the crowd of 29,346 standing and
stomping, Allen retired Ian Kinsler on a sinking liner for the final out, giving the Indians
the league’s longest streak since the AL was
founded 116 years ago.
There was no big celebration afterward as the
Indians simply congratulated one another and
stuck to their routine.
“We’re so focused,” said Bruce, who arrived
via trade last month from the New York Mets. “I
thought we were playing the Royals today. ... Everyone comes here and gets ready to play today
and I think that’s something that speaks volumes.”
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LET ME BE FRANK: ON CUFFING SEASON
By FRANKLIN NORTON

SADIE HELMICK | LIFE! EDITOR

Jan Rader stands in front of a Huntington fire engine. Rader is one of the main characters in the documentary
HEROIN(E).

Editorial: HEROIN(E)
is a hero’s story that
is far from over

When you think about a classic hero’s story,
there are several characteristics that a story must
have. First it needs an antagonist or a conflict of
some sort. Then it should have a setting that is in
need of saving, like a Gotham, so that one day it
can be brought back to its prosperous and happy
self. And finally, every hero’s story needs a protagonist, or in this case, a “heroine.”
“HEROIN(E)” is a Netflix documentary that follows the story of three women in Huntington, West
Virginia who are determined to stop its antagonist
and those who fall victim to it. That antagonist
being the opiate epidemic that sky rocketed in
Huntington, giving Huntington the unappealing
title of the “overdose capital of America.”
In “HEROIN(E),” director Elaine Sheldon decides
to follow a narrative different from the VICE or BBC
documentaries that came before it. Instead, there
is this glimpse of hope and possibility throughout
a story that is naturally negative.
Being from West Virginia, Sheldon has heard the
connotations about Appalachia, and presumably
has that chip on her shoulder that so many people
from Appalachia and specifically West Virginia
have. This allowed her to come at this story with a
different approach than just the hopelessness and
heroin in Huntington.
Instead, she follows Huntington Fire Chief Jan
Rader, Judge Patricia Keller and Necia Freeman of
the Brown Bag ministry. These three women are
in the midst of their never-ending battle to help
people affected by addiction and heroine.
We see three different stages of an addict’s
life through the eyes of these women. Jan Rader
sees rock bottom. She is constantly on the move
throughout the film where she is on the streets
actually saving lives. There are several points
throughout the film where Rader is injecting
Naloxone, the opiate blocker, into someone
overdosing. This, for many of the addicts we see,
is their “rock bottom.”
Necia Freeman helps facilitate the addict’s

decision to seek help, specifically prostitutes. The
only place we see Necia is in her car as she drives
through Huntington handing out bags of food to
people on the street, trying to get them to seek
help and shelter.
Finally, the addicts end up with Judge Patricia Keller who is in charge of the addict’s drug
court program. With all three of these women,
there is so much compassion and mother-like
qualities that they give to these people who
are struggling. You, as the viewer, begin to feel
that same compassion.
This film gives respect to both Huntington and
the people who are struggling with addiction.
There are several scenes where one of the main
characters will be talking to an addict, and you, as
the viewer, will never see their face. There is no exploitation of someone at their lowest points. The
only time that an addict’s face is shown is when
they are in drug court and they’re making the
right strides to better themselves.
The film really showcases hope through the
story of a recovering addict named Mickey. Mickey
is an extreme example of someone who has overdosed multiple times and was in and out of his
addiction for ten years. At the end of the film, we
see that Mickey is doing well and is taking everyday one step at a time.
But that isn’t the happy ending we get. Just like
any great hero’s story, the battle to protect the city
they live in is never over. Like Batman looking to
the sky and seeing the Bat Symbol, the film ends
with Jan Rader hearing her walkie-talkie and saying “I gotta go. Got an overdose.”
HEROIN(E) is an important film for everyone to
watch not because of its relevance to Marshall
students and people in the area, but because of
the narrative it decides to follow. Instead of giving
this bleak look into a town stricken by poverty and
addiction, it shows the possibilities if everyone is
to care and give an ounce of the effort that these
three women give everyday.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
It’s the middle of September, and
autumn is fast-approaching. Sweaters
are being pulled out of hibernation, the
warm smell of coffee fills the air and all
of a sudden, it seems like everybody is
in a relationship.
Welcome to Cuffing Season: that time
of year where romance is in the air and
nobody really knows exactly why. But it
happens every single year and at around
the same time. It’s a trend that so many
people have noticed that it has been given
a name. To be clear, I’m not saying that
people don’t get into relationships at other
times of the year, but it is this time of year
where romance seems the most prominent—and at the same time, loneliness
weighs heaviest.
Urban Dictionary defines “cuffing season”
this way: “during the fall and winter months,
people…. find themselves, along with the rest
of the world, desiring to be ‘cuffed’ or tied down
by a serious relationship.” For so long, I have
wondered what it is about this time of year that
seems to draw people together. Is it the cooler
weather? Do people not want to be alone for
the upcoming holiday season? Or is it just simply due to proximity? School starts in the fall,
so maybe it’s just that people are meeting each
other for the first time.
One thing I know for sure is that the autumn
months are an incredibly reflective time. The
days get shorter, and the weather gets colder.
Our lives suddenly seem more real. We begin to
wonder about our lives. Am I happy? Am I doing what I love? How are my relationships? With
these questions comes an inherent fear about
our futures, and we realize that at our very cores
we have a longing to connect.
It is in these months that we can visibly
see how our lives change with the color of

By ALEX O’DONNELL

FOR THE PARTHENON
Sen. Bernie Sanders released the Medicare
for All Act today with a promise to insure every
American, no matter their health condition or
their socioeconomic status. That is an admirable
goal. The Medicare for All Act, however, is not an
admirable bill.
So what does the Medicare for All Act do?
As one would probably expect from Sen. Sanders, this is a bill that creates a new insurance
system where a single payer - the government
- funds healthcare in the country. On a broad
level, this is similar to Canada, Great Britain
and other developed countries, who also have
some level of government-run healthcare services for their citizens.
Where it falls apart is in the details (and
the lack of them). First, Section 107 of the bill
prohibits private insurance companies from
selling health insurance after a transition
period. Effectively, this pushes every American into a new and unknown bureaucracy.
I am not saying that the current healthcare
oligopoly is better, but can you imagine the
attack ads and fearmongering that would arise
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the leaves. It is a time of uncertainty, and
as we search for certainty, we crave to meet
one of our most basic needs: to be known
and loved.
It is this need that drives us in these months,
as we try to navigate a season that feels darker,
lonelier and more reflective. Again, while this
is all speculative, it is important for us to check
our motives and understand our intentions as
we enter into this season. Because at the end of
the day, another person will not make your life
whole. Not only is that overly idealistic, but that
is simply a lot of pressure to put on a romantic
partner, which may just be why so many relationships just aren’t lasting.
Let’s get into relationships because we
care about our partner and want to grow
alongside them, rather than getting into relationships in an effort to put a Band-Aid over
our own fears and uncertainties.
Franklin Norton can be contacted at norton18@marshall.edu.
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from a complete government takeover of the
healthcare industry.
Second, who is going to pay for this single
player plan? Healthcare expenditures in the
United States average around $2.4 trillion per
year per the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. If
the government assumes this entire cost, then
taxes must rise to compensate for the increased
expenses. How much? For whom? We do not
know because the bill does not address that.
I could go on, but the theme is clear: the
Medicare for All Act is an unrealistic solution
for a very real problem. What makes it worse
is that because of the main sponsor, this bill
will probably become a litmus test for Democratic politicians moving forward. Either you
support it or face being called a sellout, closet
Koch supporter, neoliberal – whatever the
insult is nowadays.
That is a shame. As shown with the Affordable Care Act, progressives have very little
political capital to make lasting and effective
changes for our country. We should not waste it
on the Medicare for All Act.
Alex O’Donnell can be contacted at odonnell18@marshall.edu
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.
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Judge: Have politicians, not

21 CLUB cont. from 5

court, settle immigration issue
By LARRY NEUMEISTER

ASSOCIATED PRESS
A judge said Thursday
he'd prefer that politicians
in Washington, not the
courts, settle the issue of
what to do about thousands
of immigrants brought into
the United States illegally
when they were children.
U.S. District Judge Nicholas Garaufis is overseeing a
case in which immigration
advocates want to challenge President Donald
Trump's decision to end a
program that has protected
some young immigrants
from deportation. But at a
Brooklyn court hearing, he
said fast-moving political
developments over a legislative solution might mean
the court shouldn't waste
its time.
The judge read a Trump
tweet from earlier in the
day that he said shows
the Republican president
wants to find relief for immigrants protected by the
program, called Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals, or DACA. And he
repeatedly
challenged
Deputy Assistant Attorney
General Brett Shumate to
persuade the government
to extend an Oct. 5 deadline for DACA recipients to
renew their applications.
Shumate said he was
authorized to say the government was "actively
considering whether to extend the deadline" in light

JACQUELYN MARTIN | ASSOCIATED PRESS

A person holds up a sign in support of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, known as DACA,
and Temporary Protected Status programs during a rally in support of DACA and TPS outside of
the White House, in Washington, Sept. 5.
of hurricanes that ravaged
Florida and Texas.
The judge said his hope
would be "that the executive branch would put a
voluntary halt to the termination process so as to find
a legislative solution so the
courts are not involved."
Shumate said the decision was made to "wind
down" the program and
delaying the deadline for
renewals risked a later crush
of applications that would
overwhelm
employees
tasked with handling them.
The judge criticized
the government's use of

"arbitrary deadlines" and
said "it would be useful to
take some of the pressure
off the various people,
these good accomplished
young people who the
president talks about
with admiration."
"We will absolutely take
your message back to our
clients," Shumate replied.
To reinforce his arguments, the judge suggested
that he could conclude that
the government's treatment
of the DACA recipients was
illegal, considering Trump's
words of reassurance toward them.

"I have an obligation to
protect the 800,000 from
an arbitrary and capricious implementation of a
legislative rule, which this
may or may not be," the
judge said. "The court has
deep concerns about how
this will play out if there's
not flexibility."
He added that he was
worried about "the 800,000
people who are sweating
whether somebody is going
to knock on the door and
send them to a country they
don't even know, where
they speak a language they
don't even speak."

During their streak, which began
with a 13-6 win over Boston ace Chris
Sale on Aug. 23, the Indians have rarely
been tied, never mind equaled, for
nine innings. They have been superior
in every way possible.
Cleveland’s starters have gone 19-0
with a 1.70 ERA, they’ve outscored
their opponents 139-35 and trailed in
only four of 189 innings.
Incredibly, the Indians have hit
more home runs (40) than their pitchers have given up in total runs.
And while they’ve racked up win
after win, the defending AL champs
have reduced their magic number
for winning their second straight
AL Central title to four. They’ve also
passed Houston for the league’s best
record, which will come into play in
the postseason as the team with the
best overall mark will have home-field
advantage.
Now that they’re alongside the 1935
Cubs, the Indians have a realistic shot
of running down the 1916 Giants.
Cleveland opens four-game series on Thursday against Kansas City,
which was outscored 20-0 on its threeday visit last month.
Francona was asked if he thought
the Giants’ run should be the record
since it includes a tie.
“I wasn’t there,” he said, drawing
laughter. “I’ve given that zero thought.
I promise you I’ve given it no thought.”
With a shot at AL history, Clevinger
took the mound with Jimi Hendrix’s
“Purple Haze” blasting through the
ballpark’s sound system, and Cleveland’s crowd came to rock — and
witness history — on a mostly sunny
day.
Some parents kept their kids
home from school and brought
them to Progressive Field to see
a once-in-a-lifetime event Cleveland residents may remember more
than any solar eclipse. They cheered
every two-strike count like it was
October and there was something
much bigger on the line. The Indians
have viewed the streak as a perfect

postseason warmup as they try to
end a Series title drought dating to
1948.
Clevinger, who didn’t allow a run
in 18 innings over his three previous
starts, was down 1-0 in the first after
Jeimer Candelario touched him for a
two-out RBI double.
But as they have done for the past
three weeks, the Indians responded,
with Bruce connecting for a three-run
shot into the left-field bleachers.
“Expected, I would say by now,”
Clevinger said of the Indians’ 3-run
answer. “I don’t think there was
a second that I doubted we were
going to score some runs or string
together some hits.”
SIZZLING SEPTEMBER
At 14-0, the Indians are off to the
best start in September since the 1991
Minnesota Twins went 15-0.
TESTY TIGERS
Two batters after Ausms and McCann were ejected, a pitch from
Farmer eluded catcher John Hicks,
who had just entered the game, and
struck plate umpire Quinn Wolcott in
the chest.
Farmer disputed that the Tigers
would try to intentionally hit Wolcott.
“The fact that’s even a question is
appalling,” Farmer said. “It shouldn’t
be a question. When you look at the
situation it’s stupid to even think
about. It shouldn’t even be a thought
from anybody that Hicks and I would
do that.”
TRAINER’S ROOM
Tigers: OF Mikie Mahtook missed
his fifth consecutive game after being
scratched from a Sept. 9 game against
Toronto with left groin soreness. Ausmus said Mahtook was “getting closer,
but he’s not ready.”
Indians: All-Star reliever Andrew
Miller will be activated from the disabled list Thursday following his
second stint on the disabled list with
knee tendinitis.
UP NEXT
The Indians’ Josh Tomlin, who is 5-0
with a 2.57 ERA in his last six outings,
starts the opener against Royals rookie
Jakob Junis.
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PENTECOSTAL

Pentecostal Truth
Ministries
(304) 697-5600

PASTOR JANET MOUNTS

346148

SERVICES:

Sunday School 9:45 A.M.
Sunday Worship 11:00 A.M.
Wednesday: 7:30 P.M.
www.pentecostaltruth.com

1208 Adams Avenue
Huntington, WV 25704

CATHOLIC

OUR LADY OF FATIMA
Catholic Parish & Parish School

351370

Steele Memorial United
Methodist Church

Trinity
Episcopal Church

733 Shaw St.
Barboursville, WV 25504
304-736-4583
Sunday School — 9:40 A.M.
Sunday Worship — 8:45 A.M. &
10:45 A.M. & 6:30 P.M.

www.fifthavenuebaptist.org
304-523-0115

Celebrate Recovery - Tuesday - 6:30 P.M.

Rev. Kevin Lantz
Rev. Ralph Sager, Associate Pastor

520 11th Street Huntington, WV
(304) 529-6084

Sunday Worship
8:00 & 10:30 A.M.
Adult Sunday School 9:15 A.M.
    
www.wvtrinitychurch.org

St. Peter Claver
Catholic Church

FREE WILL BAPTIST

ASSEMBLY OF GOD

Father Charles McGinnis, Pastor

Central Free Will
Baptist Church

Bethel Temple
Assembly of God

St. Stephen
Catholic Church

Wed. Bible Study 7pm
Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:45am
Sun. Morning Worship 10:45am
Sun. Eve. Worship 6:00pm

2491 James River Turnpike, Ona, WV
304-743-3234
ststephens@suddenlinkmail.com
www.ststephens1.com
MASS SCHEDULE
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday - 9:00 a.m. Thurs.- 5:30 p.m.
Fri.- 9:00 a.m. Sat.- 9:00 a.m..
Confessions: After 9:00 am daily masses.
Rev. Prakash Sebastian, H.G.N.

346151

900 9th Street
Huntington, WV 25701
304-523-3505

351403

451 6th Avenue, Huntington, WV
9:45 A.M. — Devotion
10:00 A.M. — Sunday School
11:00 A.M. — Morning Worship
6:00 P.M. — Evening Worship
Weds. Services — 7:00 P.M.
Pastor Steve Williams

346143

346153

bhpcusa@comcast.net

Father Paul Yuenger

828 15th St. (on 9th Ave) Htgn.
304-523-7311
Sunday Mass: 11:00a.m.
Daily Masses: 12:05 on Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Confession by appointment

PRESBYTERIAN

ALL WELCOME

www.ourfatimafamily.com

346146

EPISCOPAL

346152

-Sunday Morning Worship – 10:45 am
See our website for many other times of Bible study, worship, and activities
for children, youth, and adults.

METHODIST

341390

1135 Fifth Avenue
Corner of Fifth Avenue & 12th Street in downtown Huntington

  

Mass Schedule: Saturday 5:30 P.M.
Sunday 8 A.M. and 10:45 A.M.
Spanish Mass: 2nd & 4th Sundays at 9:15 A.M.
Misa en Español: segundo y cuarto
los domingos a las 9:15 A.M.
Confession: Saturday 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

346150

Fifth Avenue Baptist Church

    

NON-DENOMINATIONAL

9:45 am

All are welcome

1101 12th Street
(304) 633-7464

3094 16th Street Road, Huntington, WV
(adjacent to the Ramada Inn) every Sunday at 5:00 pm.

346141

351352

to worship with Senior Pastor Wayne Crozier &
Campus Pastor Tysean Lynch &
Abundant Life Ministries.

...a bruised reed
He will not break... Isaiah 42.3

HUNTINGTON, WV
526 13th Street
(304) 525-5202
Pastor: Fr Dean Borgmeyer

Sunday Mass Schedule
Saturday Vigil: 4:30 pm
Sunday: 8:00 am, 10:00 am,
12:00 Noon, 5:30 pm
Confessions
Saturday 8:00 am-8:25 am
Saturday 4:00 pm-4:25 pm
Tuesday 5:00 pm-5:25 pm
or by appointment

346149

Sundays

Every Sunday at 5:00 pm.

346145

St. Joseph Roman
Catholic Church

LIFE!
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The Peddler brews up Historical music
group is proud
something new
By DANITE BELAY

THE PARTHENON
Until this month, the late 1990s was
the last time Huntington has seen a
brewery. Megan Hetzer, co-owner of
The Peddler with her husband Drew,
said opening a brewery has always
been in the plans of their restaurant
since it opened in 2014.
“Huntington doesn’t have a brewery, so
we wanted to be a part of that change,”
Hetzer said. “We wanted to bring craft
beer to Huntington. People here are really
getting into craft beer, so the revolution
has finally come to our city, which is great.”
With the goal of opening a brewery in
the future, Hetzer said they decided to
open the restaurant aspect first. After giving it some time, Hetzer said they teamed
up with Jay Fox, head brewer for The Peddler, to make their idea possible.
“I started home brewing about 20
years ago,” Fox said. “I was just passionate
about it. I really liked craft beers, and it
was hard to find back in the ‘90s when I
was in college.”
Fox said in 2015, he went to a commercial
brewing school in Vermont, got this opportunity with the Hetzers and jumped right in.
“I wear a lot of hats here,” Fox said. “Generally, if I’m not brewing, I have to deal with
beer in the fermenters, kegging beer and
cleaning stuff constantly. There’s so many
things that you have to do during a brew
day or week at the brewery.”
The opening menu, which includes a
Blonde Ale, a Saison, a Chocolate Stout
and a Hefeweizen, was decided by the
Hetzers and Fox. Fox said they wanted to
do a little bit of a wider variety of things
just to get started.
“We’re just going to evolve from
what we have now,” Hetzer said. “We’re

going to do a lot of seasonal beers, like
a Christmas beer, Oktoberfest and all of
that fun stuff.”
Fox said having a brewery back in town
excites many people, and that he’s just
happy to be a part of it.
“The brewery has been really well-received from the community,” Fox said. “It’s
a pretty humbling experience, so I’m looking forward to just pushing it onward.”
Hetzer said not only does the brewery differentiate The Peddler from other
restaurants but it has a positive effect
on the community.

“It gives people pride in their city to
have a brewery in town,” Megan Hetzer
said. “With new fun restaurants, not only
us, but there’s a lot of community involvement going on right now with revitalizing
the city and just making Huntington a
place to be proud of.”
Hetzer said they are happy to be a part
of this community and contribute what
they do with the restaurant and the beer
and hope to someday distribute their beer
throughout the state.
Danite Belay can be contacted at
belay3@marshall.edu.

DANITE BELAY | THE PARTHENON

Jay Fox, head brewer for The Peddler’s new brewery. The Peddler is home to the first Huntington
brewery since the late 1990s.

of Marshall
heritage

By BUFFY SIX

THE PARTHENON
The John Marshall Fife and
Drum Corps is a musical group
modeled after the Old Guard
Fife and Drum Corps in Washington, D.C.
Jacob Lambert, music education major and bass drum
in the ensemble, said he
thinks Marshall is one of the
very few of national collegiate corps.
“We are one in three or four collegiate drum corps in the nation,”
Lambert said. “We were the first,
but more have emerged.”
According to the John Deaver
Drinko Academy website, the
group was created 10 years ago
by Wendell Dobbs and his wife,
Linda. The duo said they saw an
opportunity for the students and
Marshall University.
The ensemble wears Revolutionary Era uniforms and plays
wooden fifes and rope drums,
which is historically accurate for
John Marshall’s time.
“There are fifes, snare drums,
bass drums and horns in the
ensemble,” said Hillary Herold,
a fife and singer for the group,
as well as an adjunct professor.
“We use rope drums, and we

have synthetic heads to represent calf skin heads that would
be historically accurate.”
The group performs for
ceremonies across campus,
making them stand out from
other musical ensembles.
“When we play, we are playing for the president, for cake
cutting ceremonies, for the
fountain ceremony,” Herold
said. “We are playing for these
historical events that are solely
for Marshall which makes us
closer to the heritage that is
Marshall University.”
The group also travels around
the world for performances. Lambert said the group traveled to
France last year. They also traveled to John Marshall’s former
home, where they cleaned his
grave and played outside his former home.
The group’s first performance
will be Sept. 21 at the John Marshall Dinner. After that, the group
will perform Sept. 23 at the Heritage Farm and Sept. 26 at the
cake cutting ceremony for John
Marshall’s birthday. The ensemble will also perform Oct. 7 in a
parade at Point Pleasant.
Buffy Six can be contacted at
six15@marshall.edu.
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ARMY RESERVE

GIVE YOUR
CAREER
A SHOT OF
ADRENALINE.

Actual hands-on experience can boost your expertise and give you a big edge in life.
And the Army Reserve provides you with the opportunities to develop your skills and
gain qualities that can enhance your career. They even pay you to learn, with a salary
and bonuses that can defray the expense of education and training. In fact, their Education
seeking success for the future, the Army Reserve can inject your resume with some very
impressive credentials.

346685

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. Learn more at goarmy.com/reserve.

For more information,
visit
goarmy.com/marshall,
call 304-736-4634
or visit us at
500 Mall Rd, Suite 495
Barboursville, WV
25504.
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